The

DE&I hiring
champion
If DE&I hiring initiatives fall
short what will you do?

Introduction
Diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) should be top of mind for
talent acquisition leaders. Not just because it’s the right thing
to do but also because it’s the smart thing to do.
Research has shown time and again that diversity
and inclusion boosts the bottom line. Multiple studies
suggest that diverse and inclusive organizations are
70% more likely to capture new markets and 33%
more likely to see better profitability. So by sourcing,
selecting and onboarding underrespresented
candidates, you’re helping to build a better business.
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Behavioral inclusion:
Helping your people build
inclusive mindsets, skillsets
and relationships.
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Structural inclusion:
Building equitable and transparent
structures, processes and practices
through inclusive design.

And that’s not all. Inclusive hiring practices enhance
your ability to secure the talent you need. They open
up your talent pool, enabling you to hire quality
candidates quickly, even for niche or hard-to-source
roles. They also make it easier to attract, engage and
retain potential candidates by improving the hiring
experience and strengthening your employer brand.
In short, organizations need to be diverse and
inclusive. The business case is there. The moral
imperative is there. And, in many cases, the will
is there. So why is it that so few hiring plans
result in real, lasting change?
To create a DE&I hiring structure and strategy that fully
sticks will likely be a marathon, not a sprint. And just
like training for a marathon, it’s about making small
but highly targeted changes that, when you put them
together, have a transformational effect. You need
to start by getting the right strategy, process and
technology in place for inclusive hiring practices. Then
you need people who are enabled and empowered
to create sustained impact. And for change to stick,
you need an authentic commitment to behavioral and
structural inclusion across the organization—not just
within your talent acquisition team.

Still not
convinced?
Over the following pages, we
take four of the most common
explanations for a lack of diversity
and explore some the strategies
and tactics talent leaders can
use to turn failure into success.
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What do
we mean by
diverse talent?

The aim of diverse and inclusive
hiring practices is to create a
workforce that reflects the available
labor market, meaning all talent
groups are equally represented
and nobody is excluded because
of their difference.
When we use the term ‘diverse talent’, we are
referring to the full range of human differences.
These are often defined by ethnicity or race or,
particularly in male-dominated industries, by gender.
But there are many other factors that can also lead
to candidates and employees being excluded, for
example faith, socio-economic background, sexual
orientation, caregiver status and disability.
By ‘underrespresented talent’, we mean any group
of people who make up a smaller percentage in
the workplace than they hold in the population.
Underrepresented talent differs according to
where you are in the world and the different
groups who make up the country you are in.
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The sourcing challenge
I look for
underrepresented
talent but
I can’t find any.

“There aren’t any” is an explanation often heard regarding the lack of
underrespresented talent in sourcing and hiring pools. But is it valid?
Globally, more women than men now get
undergraduate and graduate degrees. In the US and
Europe, people from racial and ethnic minorities are
reaching higher levels of educational attainment
in greater numbers than ever before. The evidence
suggests there is plenty of talent out there from
underrespresented groups and organizations with
the right sourcing strategies are managing to find,
attract, and hire them.
Take Lockheed Martin. In 2018, they attended the
national convention of the Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers (SHPE) with the deliberate
intention of hiring Latinx STEM graduates and earlycareer professionals. They walked away having made
around 100 offers. So much for “There aren’t any”.
Was Lockheed Martin’s achievement a one-off? No.
The opposite. It was the result of years spent learning
from the diversity around them. The company secured
financial sponsorship for the conference and arranged
for top executives to be speakers. Before turning up,
they identified potential recruits who were going to be
attendees. They brought hiring managers with them
who had been briefed on individual candidates and
trained to avoid the pitfalls of unconscious bias.
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In other words, Lockheed Martin’s success was part
of a much broader sourcing strategy—a sourcing
strategy that focused on building diverse talent
pipelines rather than simply looking to fill openings,
one diverse candidate at a time.

Here are some actions you
can take to start building
a diverse and inclusive
sourcing strategy:

Make job ads
more inclusive
Avoid putting anyone off by limiting requirements
to must-haves and focusing on key tasks. Use
gender-neutral language (research shows that
words like ‘competitive’ and ‘confident’ appeal to
men more than women). According to a Harvard
Business Review (HBR) survey, Hewlett Packard
shared their internal insights that men will apply
for a role if they meet 60% of the criteria whereas
women tend to only apply if they meet 100%.
The survey also uncovered that this insight is
less about self-confidence but perception of the
hiring criteria and the idea that all ‘required’ skills
really were required. Diversity statements are also
important. Include one by default in every ad.
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Diversity referrals
Referrals may seem designed to exclude
under-represented groups, as they target people
in the networks of those you already employ.
But with a few tweaks, they can be repurposed
to source underrespresented talent. One change
Pinterest made was to ask for ‘leads’ rather than
‘referrals’, which allowed the hiring team to still be
fully in control. Another change? Ask for referrals
from the diversity groups your organization
has (or will create) or the external networking
associations and organizations you may support
or sponsor. For example, contact executives and
speakers at events. Ask who has mentored them,
or who are their very talented mentees. When it
comes to tapping into and building connections
with associations that are tailored for supporting
underrespresented populations, make sure you
maintain that relationship over the years. Tapping
into a specific association for one engagement
is not enough. Like meaningful networking, you’ll
want to make sure you’re engaged and nourishing
your partnership.

Source from different
pools of talent
Looking outside the industry and functional
speciality can lead to identifying new talent
with transferrable skills. Many organizations
have a limited pool where they source talent
from and may be missing out because of the
tendency to use the same referrals or job sites
where underrepresented talent may not be
as prevalent.

Sponsor
networking groups
Networking groups or ‘affinity networks’ are started
to support employees with shared social identities.
By sponsoring these groups at a senior level, it’s not
a commitment of career advancement or a ticket to
the top but rather a commitment to fostering the
values and backgrounds of your people. Sponsoring
these groups can include supporting initiatives and
events, providing exposure to other senior leaders
or board members, or offering financial support.

Use return-to-work
programs
In the ‘Women on the Rise’ survey, conducted
as part of journalist Lisen Stromberg’s 2017
book Work Pause Thrive, 34 percent of women
respondents who took a career break of two to
five years said that reentry into the workplace
was difficult. Return-to-work programs can
help you tap into this unique labor pool more
effectively and secure more female candidates
for mid- to senior-level positions.

Diverse
internship program
Internships can be a critical component of
someone’s career. Focus on finding diverse
young candidates for these programs and
you’re also building your talent pipeline. It’s also
important to allow exposure to senior talent,
so that people on the program can connect
with leaders they may aspire to be like.

How inclusive are your talent systems?
If your organization is struggling to find underrespresented
candidates, the first question to ask is this: do we have truly
inclusive talent systems?
Talent systems are meant to optimize human
performance. But many of them have in-built
biases—known as systemic biases—that privilege
certain groups over others. They can make their
way into interviews and even algorithms that sort
through resumes. These biases may have been built
in unconsciously or intentionally. Either way, the
effect is the same: they undermine the progress
of traditionally underrespresented talent.
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The solution is to build talent systems using the
principles of inclusive design. You start with the
most marginalized and excluded populations
and, by designing around their needs, you end up
with solutions that work better for the benefit of
everyone. Think curb ramps—originally conceived
for wheelchair users but now also of benefit to
pedestrians with strollers, suitcases and bikes.
Now imagine the same approach applied to
all your talent acquisition process. How much
better could your candidate experience be?

The selection challenge
I can’t move
underrespresented
candidates past the
interview stage.

If disproportionate numbers of underrespresented candidates
are dropping off at the interview stage, a likely culprit is bias
(unconscious or otherwise).
Biases can exist at a behavioral level. Have your
interviewers been coached in inclusive hiring?
Are they using competency-based interviewing
techniques? Or are they making decisions based
on their own preset ideas about what an ideal
candidate should look like? The answer to this
question may well surprise you. A 2014 Stanford
University study found that scientists—people
trained in objectivity—were more likely to evaluate
identical resumes favorably if the name at the
top was ‘John’ rather than ‘Jennifer’.
Biases can also exist at a structural level. Non-inclusive
practices have been baked into the system (usually
unintentionally). So recruiters discriminate against
diverse talent simply by following company
procedures and norms.
Take college degree requirements. Are college
degrees really necessary for senior roles?
Google obviously didn’t think so. Their former
Senior Vice President of People Operations,
Laszlo Bock, revealed in a New York Times
interview in June 2018 that the company had
found college grades to be irrelevant as hiring
criteria. After all, most colleges do not teach the
skills that modern business leaders need most.
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Yet many organizations persist in turning down
people without degrees—and because societal
biases have traditionally pushed women and ethnic
minorities away from areas of the college system
(such as STEM subjects), the result is that suitable
candidates are needlessly excluded. This has led
more and more forward-thinking organizations to do
away with the college degree requirement for many
of their salaried roles. Instead, they have introduced
behavioral tests as part of their standardized hiring
process, which provide a far better guide to how
someone thinks and may act than their academic
results ever could.

Here are some
other actions you
can take to achieve
greater inclusion at
the assessment and
selection stage:

Use data-driven
assessments

Use structured
interview guides

Assessing candidates against objective criteria,
rather than measures set by individual hiring
managers or recruiters, can help reduce bias in the
selection process. Korn Ferry Success Profiles are
a good example. A research-based benchmark of
optimal performance, they provide an objective
picture of the skillset and mindset needed to
deliver in any role.

Interviewing is a difficult skill to master.
Get it wrong and all your inclusive hiring
efforts are derailed, with diverse candidates
either being unfairly overlooked or choosing
to seek employment elsewhere. Using interview
guides based on Success Profile competencies
helps hiring managers focus on the most relevant
questions. It also reduces the risk of them
asking anything exclusionary.

Provide interview
coaching
Unconscious bias is a major barrier to inclusive
hiring. But it’s a barrier that can be overcome.
Through role plays, scenario-based exercises
and group discussions, you can train recruiters
and hiring managers to spot the biases that
hamper decision-making. Just as important,
you can help them build the skills needed to
mitigate those biases and take inclusive actions
and decisions during the selection process.
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Get feedback
from candidates
Do you really want to know what your selection
process is like for diverse candidates? Then ask
them. Their feedback can be critical for helping
you identify potential barriers and pain points.

The attraction challenge
We can’t get
underrespresented
candidates to accept
our offers.

Your new sourcing strategy is up and running.
You’ve rebuilt your assessment process using the principles of
inclusive design. Finally, you’re in a position to offer jobs to large
numbers of diverse candidates from underrespresented groups.
But half of them are turning you down.

What’s going wrong?
Let’s start with the obvious point: if people are not
accepting your job offers then you’re not offering
them what they want. How competitive is your
pay? Do your benefits meet their needs? Are there
opportunities for career development within your
organization and, if so, do candidates know it?

Candidates should see diversity in their interview
process. Do they meet anyone in the selection
process from an underrespresented group?
Do those employees feel compelled to share
the culture that exists at your organization?
Or are they hesitant to do so for reasons leadership
may not even have insight into? Diversity can be
seen. The inclusive culture can be felt.
This underlines—yet again—the importance of taking
an organization-wide approach. Inclusion must be
ingrained in every part of your company culture.
And you need to broadcast your inclusiveness to
potential candidates not just through your actions
but also through your employer brand.
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Here are some actions you can take to help
make your organization more attractive
to underrespresented candidates:

Promote career
development
Everyone wants to know they will have
opportunities to progress with your company.
But for candidates who have traditionally
faced barriers to their career development, it is
doubly important. Showcase testimonials of the
employee experience from diverse talent in your
organization and try to provide as much evidence
as you can, from the initial attraction phase all the
way through to interview, offer and beyond that
career development is a focus for all talent.

Showcase
diverse talent
It’s important for candidates from
underrepresented talent groups to be able to
see and hear people like them both on your
careers website and during the recruitment
process. Diverse interview panels are key.
You can also connect candidates to members
of relevant Employee Resource Groups, who
can tell them candidly about your company’s
work environment and culture.
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Publish diversity data
Some companies are reluctant to publish
their diversity data. However, it can be a
sign of commitment to improving DE&I and
demonstrates the areas where improvements
can be made. Many employees are also starting
to ask for visibility around diversity data.

Offer differentiated
rewards and benefits
If you really want to appeal to a diverse pool
of candidates, you need to offer rewards and
benefits that speak to their varied needs.
Does your organization expand maternity
leave to childcare leave, so it considers all
impacted populations to include paternity,
adoption, and surrogacy? This is one reason
why more and more organizations are opting
for differentiated reward and benefit programs.

The retention challenge
We can’t get
underrespresented
talent to stay.

You can design and implement
the most inclusive hiring
practices in the world. But if the
rest of your organization doesn’t
change, you will still struggle to
attract and retain diverse talent.
One of most important things organizations
can do is to develop a culture of purpose and
‘actionable inclusion’ that focuses on creating
positive emotional experiences for both employees
and any potential employees – which in turn will
lead to better engagement and growth.
It cannot be the job of talent acquisition to fix all
the organization’s inclusion issues. But the talent
acquisition team can play an important role in
championing diversity, equity, and inclusion across
the business. And there are critical areas that the
team’s control or can support that help employers
be both mission- and value-driven.
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Here are some actions
talent acquisition
teams can take to
improve retention of
underrepresented
employees:

Build inclusive
onboarding programs
A new employee’s decision to leave or stay with
your business will often be made within the first
90 days. So inclusion needs to start on day one.
Providing new starters with clear evidence that
the company is committed to DE&I will reduce
the number of times you have to start the hiring
cycle over.

Support mentoring
programs
Mentoring and other formal development
programs help remove barriers to development
and enable people within your organization
to reach their full potential. This gives diverse
employees greater incentive to stay.
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Check in on new hires
Once the recruitment team completes a hire, the
relationship seems to disappear. One suggestion
for the hiring team is to put a note on your
calendar to check in on the new hire 60 days
into their role. Identify how they are acclimating
into the culture of the organization and share any
insights to ensure efforts to ‘re-recruit’ them if
needed. Additionally, if they are acclimating and
doing well – they may be a great source for ask
them for leads on new talent.

Champion Employee
Resource Groups
While they are not the magic bullet some make
them out to be, Employee Resource Groups still
have a critical role to play. They give employees
who may be feeling isolated the chance to
connect and share experiences with each other.
They identify diverse leaders and support their
development. They educate the rest of the
business on diversity-related issues and lead
the charge for structural and behavioral change.

Conclusion
Diversity, equity, and inclusion is not
just desirable. It’s essential. To survive,
organizations need talent that matches
the complexity of the world they operate
in. To thrive, they need to unlock the
power and potential of all.
Talent acquisition leaders have a critical role to play in
creating the diverse and inclusive workforces today’s
organizations aspire to. They can develop more
inclusive sourcing strategies, remove bias from the
assessment and selection process, and help promote
the organization to underrespresented talent groups.
But change won’t happen overnight. And quick fixes,
though tempting, typically fall short, resulting in
wasted time, energy and resources. Instead, talent
acquisition leaders need to show an authentic,
long-term commitment to behavioral and structural
change. Only then will DE&I hiring become truly
ingrained in the organization.
Creating a system of accountability is key. As the old
saying goes: what gets measured, gets managed;
what gets managed, gets done. But even more
important is to keep underrespresented candidates
at the heart of everything you do—because, as with
all talent acquisition challenges, when you lead with
a human-centric mindset, the rest falls into place.
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About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational consulting firm.
We work with our clients to design optimal organization
structures, roles, and responsibilities. We help them hire
the right people and advise them on how to reward and
motivate their workforce while developing professionals
as they navigate and advance their careers.

Visit kornferry.com for more information.
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